This pnper continues the investigation of Markov Chains with a quasitoeplitz transition matrix. Generating functions of first zero hitting probabilities and mean times re found by the solution of special t'iemann boundary value problems on the unit circle. Duality is discussed.
INTRODUCTION.
Here we continue the investigation started in [1] of Markov chains with a quasitoeplitz transition matrix, elements of which depend on the difference of indices except for the first column and the flint several rows. The primary focus of this paper is the problem of first zero hitting (FZH) in terms of generating functions (GF) of probabilities and mean times.
The practical importance of this problem is in its obvious connection vith the problems of first emptying and response time arising in applications. There is also another reason for investigation: duality of this problem and state probabilities evaluation.
The FZH problem was only studied in that simplest particular case when the transition matrix was in fact toeplitz (except, of course, in the first column). In this case FZH is in fact a problem of the first entering nonpositive area for some random walk on the integers, so relevant GF's were found either in a purely probabilistic manner (see, for example, [2] ), or by the solution of a Riemann boundary value problem (for example, Dukhovny [3] for a random walk that depends on a parameter).
In this paper we study a quasitoeplitz case arising in applications with feedback, so there is no structure of a random walk at some early states.
We transform the FZH problem to nonuniform Riemann boundary value problerns for the GF's of probabilities and mean times. As the sums of these do not converge, we deal in fact with boundary problems in a wide sense, that is in special Banach spaces (see [4] ).
We also prove here that FZH mea.n times do not exceed some linear function of a starting state's number.
Having solved the boundary value problems, we obtain some finite systems of linear equations and prove that they have only one solution.
In conclusion we discuss a duality between transient a.nd steady state probabilities from one side, and FZH probabilities and mean times' increments, respectively, from the other, imposed by the method of bounda.ry value problems.
DEFINITIONS.
\e assume here that ve have a Ma.rkov chain {k} with a quasitoeplitz transition matrix A = (aij) vith "natural" properties (see [1] , pp. 72-73).
We retain the notation of [1] Whatever i is, a total FZH probability ]a__ x q does not exceed 1, so
Denote e(z)= Ei__l z-i e Leo. Proof. According to the definitions made
Note that the convolutions Ai(z)Q(z, z) and H(z)Q(z, z) exist and belong to L as A(z) and H(z) by definition belong to L. Therefore, the subset of equalities (3) for i _> n yields (9)
where
Ve transform (9) to the formal equality of power series (10)
In (I0) the power series Q(x,z) and F+(x,z) correspond to functions analytic in I'-and r'+, respectively; but they need not converge on r', so the equality (I0) is the formal equality of the power series, not their sums. Therefore (I0) must be treated as a Riemann boundary value problem in a wide sense.
Let us multiply (10) by R+(x, z) and apply T-to both sides. Due to 
which yields (5) .
To obtain (7) we transform some first equalities of (3) as follows:
qi(x) = xDAi(z)Q(x, z) + (x 1) 9 n--1 i = 1,-,.. and substitute (5) for Q(x, z).
Had (7) another solution, then (5) would generate another ,(x,z) satisfying (7) and (9). As R-(x, z)-' De.longs to L, (z,z) defined by (5) belongs to L. Therefore, the vector Q(x) of coefficients of its Lattrent expansion, thag sagisfies (4:) because of (7) and (9), is a column wigh bounded elements. As matrix A is sgochast;ic, the norm of the operator A in the Banach space of columns with bounded elements does no exceed Ixl < 1, so (4) has the only solution in this space. Hence Q(x) and Q(x) mus be equal. ' Multiplying; both sides of (12) by z k+ and taking into account (13), we obtain summing over k from 1 to c qo(x) x aijqj(x) + (x 1) = xDAo(z)Q(x, z) + (x 1) j-.1 which leads to (11) due to (5 According to the definition of {vi} we have
Therefore, multiplying both sides of (27) by z --i and summing over i from n to cx we obtain z(z)e(z) T-z-l(z)H(z) + e(z).
Denoting F+(z) = T +z-xtt(z)[1 H(z)], due to (28) we have
Note that this is the equa. Corollary. The mean time of the first return to zero is ,0
This follows, with the use of (23), from (26) vith i = 0 written as #o-DAo(z)#(z) + 1.
6. DUALITY.
In conclusion we discuss the relationship of duality between transient and steady state probabilities from one side, and FZH probabilities and mean times increments, respectively, from the other. This relationship is imposed in a naturM way by the method of Riemann boundary value problems.
Following [4] When the dual problems have unique solutions, their duality imposes the duality of these solutions. We ca.n easily see that with this in mind the GF's of the transient 
